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Location

Traditional methods (GNSS)


New methods (Cell, WiFi, GNSS, Others, 
combined sources)


Balance between accuracy, power, time



Cellular Positioning
Every cell tower has a unique identifier


Database of unique identifiers combined with location of 
tower


Low accuracy (better in areas with high number of towers)


Low battery usage


Low time to first fix


Accuracy issues can be offset if multiple towers are known 
as well as signal strength



Example of Cell database
radio mcc net area cell unit lon lat range samples changeable created updated

UMTS 310 260 40497 19943115 -‐122.432 37.77324 1263 3750 1 1375429980 1430035505

UMTS 310 260 40497 19945468 -‐122.432 37.77259 1002 2663 1 1375434960 1408453599

UMTS 302 720 65022 390377 -‐123.376 48.41783 595 3 1 1375435620 1422956726

UMTS 310 260 40497 19943078 -‐122.433 37.77359 704 1348 1 1375437660 1408453599

UMTS 310 260 40497 19943118 -‐122.432 37.77319 1149 2097 1 1375437660 1408453599

UMTS 310 410 56950 5838218 -‐122.084 37.38706 16781 683 1 1375444980 1408453599

UMTS 310 410 56950 5855809 -‐122.085 37.39065 1100 760 1 1375445100 1408453599

UMTS 310 410 56972 3110475 -‐122.114 37.38647 145 42 1 1375445580 1408453599

Mozilla Location Service



Issues with Cellular 
Positioning

Perceived Accuracy 


Real Accuracy


Cell phone tracking (fake cell towers)


Cellular network limitations



WiFi Positioning
Database of access points BSSID, RSSI (received signal 
strength indicator), and location


Medium accuracy


Medium battery usage


Medium time to first fix


Accuracy offset by better database and TTFF offset by local 
database slices


Allows non cellular-based systems to have location information 
(iPad, Android tablets, iPod Touch)



WiFi Database examples

OpenWLANMap

bssid lat lon

000F908B8CC0 50.950092590697 6.9554282130038

9C80DF849C1C 51.439660322 7.0129930383333

001349B13AC3 51.216802397646 6.7919631877273

0014A88D9070 51.478621227177 7.2230678547684

00179A6EE8BD 51.227644615 6.812259155

001A4F97283B 51.52034251 6.925235895

001B54EC4150 50.942066654553 6.9577258037768

001C28052810 50.950393521052 6.956929205217

001CF00A2BE1 50.950596103284 6.9575463382473

001F334310E0 51.216171527427 6.7903403383365



WIGLE.NET

http://WIGLE.NET


WiFi issues
Apple iPhone local database issue (http://
en.wikipedia.org/wiki/IPhone#Secret_tracking) 


Wardriving - the act of searching for Wi-Fi wireless 
networks by a person in a moving vehicle, using a 
portable computer or smartphone


Lawsuit against Google about data collected by 
Google StreetView Car over Wifi (http://
en.wikipedia.org/wiki/
Google_Street_View_privacy_concerns#United_States)

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/IPhone#Secret_tracking
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Google_Street_View_privacy_concerns#United_States


maps.google.com/locationhistory

http://map.google.com/locationhistory


Global Navigation Satellite 
System (GNSS)

Array of satellites (GPS, GLONASS)


Receivers use trilateration to determine location (4 
satellites minimum) 


High accuracy


High battery usage


High time to first fix


TTFF offset by Assisted GPS (AGPS)



GPS history
Developed by United States military, maintained by US Air Force


President Reagan made it freely available for civilian use once completed after a 
Korean Air Lines flight was shot down after straying into the USSR's prohibited 
airspace in 1983


Selective availability (intentional time varying errors up to 100m on civilian signals) 
turned off in 2000 from a policy directive in 1996 from President Clinton


First satellite launched in 1989


24th satellite launched in 1994 (24 needed for global coverage)


Total launched: 69


Operational: 31


Retired: 34



How GPS works
Satellites have highly accurate atomic clock


Each satellite broadcasts a pseudo random message of an 
exact size starting at a specific time at a specific speed


Receivers play same message internally


Receivers receive the message from the satellite and compare 
the difference in time between the message section. Based on 
that, distance between the receiver’s position on earth and 
satellite can be calculated.


With the distances between position on earth and 4+ satellites 
known, position can be determined using trilateration



GNSS Issues

Time to first fix (AGPS can offset)


Urban canyons


Battery usage



Geofencing
Infrastructure-less implementation


Define region of interest (usually center point with radius


Based on location of device


Can be notified based on:


Enter geofence


Exit geofence


Dwell (remain) within geofence longer than X



Issues

Smallest circle supported by phones usually 100m 
radius


Can get higher accuracy but uses more battery 
(custom solution)


Balance between battery usage and accuracy



Applications
Reminders


Pick up dry-cleaning when near location


Advertising


Display deals for nearby businesses


Points of Interest


Link to wikipedia article about nearby place


Automation


When I leave my house, turn off the lights



Group Activity
Split into groups


Come up with an application for geofencing


Answer following points:


Purpose


Intended audience


Would your application use enter, exit, dwell, or some combination of 
the three?


Data requirements


Anticipated issues


